
A sensory board is made up of different textures and shapes
in shades of black and white. Black and White because it is
most engaging for baby due to the high contrast.

MUMS AND BUBS WORKSHOPS
Sensory Board- (0-6 months)

Teething Necklace- (0-12 months)

Pom Pom Wall hanging- (all ages- decorative)

Cloud Sensory Toy -  (0-12 months)

Pom poms offer babies texture and depth that can help them
to develop focus and concentration. This is a great workshop
where you get make a range of pom poms and tassels and
collate them together into a beautiful nursery piece.

Felt is a beautiful texture for little hands to play with. We
will teach you how to cut a simple pattern and hand sew a
cloud shape in a colour of your choice. We will then fill the
cloud with hobby fill and sew ribbons on for extra sensory
play options.

Babies need to chew in order to help their teeth push
through. This sturdy and durable necklace is the perfect
teething toy for your baby that is also a stylish accessory. We
will teach you how to finger-knit some funky fabric yarn into a
necklace before we attach some baby friendly silicone beads
for good chewing measure!

Textures are important as babies and children develop
understanding of shape and feel. Using fun fabrics, you will
sew 3 small beanbags and fill them with different sensory
textures. You can also add some essential oil for bonus
sensory pleasure. 

Sensory Bean Bags- (0-2 years+)



A popular little nursery addition, this paper technique involves
rolling strips of paper into shapes to fill a pre-planned design.
Designs will vary. A gorgeous statement and peaceful process.
Add to a frame when complete!

Paper Quill Design- (all ages- decorative)

Crochet Teether- (0-12 months)

Rainbow Ribbon Mobile - (0-8 months)

Farmyard Finger Puppets- (all ages-
developmental)

This is a tactile mobile that is designed to be touched, grabbed
and chewed! We show you how to introduce colour gradient
through a rainbow ribbon hanging mobile that can be hung just
above baby. This will develop concentration, coordination and
sensory perception.

Stitch your own set of cute farm animal finger puppets to
enjoy with your child. All designs come pre-cut so you can
easily complete the set (even with a babe in arms). Have no
fear from home-economics classes past, you will succeed
with these and feel super proud when they are complete!

A great introduction to a brand new skill! We will be learning
basic crochet technique with colourful t-shirt yarn and a
wooden baby teether. By crocheting around the teether, you
will complete a functional baby toy and have a new skill to
use with other projects!

Butterfly Mobile - (0-12 months)
Based on Montessori education principles, the butterfly
mobile is a visual tool that hangs 30cm above baby and
mimics the natural movement of butterflies. This is important
for development as it encourages concentration, sensory
perception and understanding of natural environments.



Make a personalised tote bag for your baby (or yourself) with
funky fabric and felt. Trace the letters of a name, word or
number in material of your choice and embellish with pom poms
and 3d fabric paint. Create something memorable for years to
come!

Library Bags (all ages)

Decorative Keyrings- (all ages)

Macrame Rope Rainbow - (all ages)

Sensory Bottles- (all ages)

Using three lengths of rope, you choose your colour-way to
wrap and build into a beautiful and fashionable rainbow. These
rainbows have been a popular addition to nurseries and by
using expired climbing rope, we are proud to be crafting
sustainably.

They are like snow globes but way more fun! Create mini-
worlds for your little one to discover...and all in a handy
shake bottle. Choose three different themes to create inside
a bottle. These crafty little sensory bottles allow your baby
time to explore the contents whilst also developing motor
skills through grasping, rolling and shaking. 

Something fun for you! Make a set of mini pompoms and
tassels to adorn a keyring as well as decorate your own
wooden beads with paint pens to match. A perfect gift or
something to keep all for yourself!

Storybook Bunting- (all ages-decorative)
Turn an old book into a lasting decorative string of bunting.
Perfect for a nursery or birthday party!
In this workshop we will convert old worn out picture books
into beautiful bunting that will make a statement and bring
the stories back to life! Use a template to cut pages into
flags, glue to a decorative string and further personalise with
words (if you choose). 
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Week One: Baby Massage Oil Blend 
+ Oatmeal bath soak 
We will demonstrate an oatmeal bath soak and give you some to try at home.
You will mix up your own baby massage oil and we will give our babies a massage
during the session.

Week Two: Natural Wooden and Silicone Bead Teether
+ Home made natural baby wipes 
We will demonstrate how to make natural baby wipes and give you a recipe to try at
home.
You will make your own natural wooden teether with silicone beads during the session.

Week Three: Bees Wax Wraps
+ Bees Wax Balm
We will demonstrate a bees wax balm that you can take home as a sample.
You will make bees wax wraps during the session.

Week Four: Sensory play dough 
+ Soy Candles 
We will demonstrate how to make a soy candle and give you instructions to make at
home.
You will make sensory play dough during the session and engage in some baby led
play.

Week Five: Bath bombs
+ Berry Dye Muslin Wrap 
We will demonstrate how to dye your own muslin cloth with natural ingredients and give
you a take home turmeric dye pack.
You will mix up your own bath bombs during the session.

Week Six: Coffee Exfoliant 
+Loofah Soap
We will demonstrate how to make a loofah soap and give you one to take home.
You will mix up your own delicious coffee exfoliant during the workshop.
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